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Combination Hammer KH 5-40
Simply powerful: New SDS-max combination hammer
from Metabo in the 5 kilogramme class
. Hammer drilling and chiselling with 8.5 joule single-impact energy. Motor potente de 1.100 watt
. Powerful 1,100 Watt motor
. Extensive accessories for different applications

The new SDS-max combination hammer from Metabo is an all-round solid machine.
The combination hammer KH 5-40 handles hammer drilling and chiselling with a maximum single-impact energy
of 8.5 joule (according to EPTA). The hammer with powerful 1,100 Watt motor drills dowel holes in concrete,
stone and masonry up to a maximum diameter of 40 millimetres. Even moderately difficult demolition and drilling
applications are no problem with the KH 5-40. “A combination hammer like the KH 5-40 should be available on
every construction site”, says product manager Silke Bobe. “Such a hammer is used almost every day, especially
in the renovation sector.”

Robust, fast and safe
Whether drilling through rafters or masonry for the laying of electrical wires, efficient removal of plaster and tiles
or light demolition work - electricians, tilers, masons or plumbers find the KH 5-40 to be a robust tool that handles
drilling and chiselling applications with a maximum impact power of 400 Joule per second in a fast and efficient
manner. The aluminum die-cast gear housing optimally dissipates heat and thus increases the service life of
the machine. Also the topic of safety plays an important role for the SDS-max combination hammer: The Metabo
S-automatic safety clutch protects the user from kickback, by mechanically decoupling the drive if the drill jams.

Extensive range of accessories for varied applications
Metabo offers craftsmen not only power tools, but complete system solutions for healthy and efficient working:
The connection with the vacuum cleaner ASR 35 M ACP and the suction adapter DDE 72, for example, reduces
the dust exposure when drilling in hard material to a minimum - this protects the tool and the user’s health.
For efficient work progress, Metabo offers an extensive range of accessories: from carbide-tipped hammer drill
bits with two or four cutting edges to dust extraction drill bits and different chisels to carbide-tipped cutter and
core bits - with this Metabo offers the right drill bit or chisel for any application.
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Technical data
Max. single-impact energy (according to EPTA)
Maximum impact rate
Input power

KH 5-40
8.5 J
2.800/min
1.100W

Max. drill diameter with hammer drill bits / core bits

40mm / 105mm

Bit retainer
Weight

SDS-max
7.1Kg

The combination hammer KH 5-40 with 1,100-Watt motor drills dowel
holes in concrete, stone and masonry up to a maximum diameter of 40
millimetres. Photo: Metabo

“A combination hammer like the KH 5-40 should not be missing on any construction site”, says product manager Silke Bobe. Even moderately difficult
demolition and structural invasion applicaions are no problem for the robust
tool. Photo: Metabo
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